Plumas Eureka Fire Department
Fire Chief’s Report
For August 10, 2016
By Tom Forster

Personnel: No changes.
Training Board & Firefighter Photos: the portraits and training
board have been updated.

Fire Apparatus & Equipment: Engine 9122 is back from
repair in Beckwourth at Cody McCollum’s shop. Repairs
included the defroster system and the air brake governor
calibration. The fuel gauge problem will not be fixed due to
complexity and cost (would involve removing the fuel tank
from a difficult location), and a written fuel log will be used
instead.
Also remaining to be repaired is the cab lift hydraulic pump.
We have so far been unable to find the part number for
ordering a rebuild kit. Separate repair of headphone in one
of the rear jump seats remains to be scheduled.
Rich, Tom and John repaired the broken cab heater controls
on Engine 9121 at a recent drill instead of training, saving
some money had it gone to an outside shop.
Jeff Train has physically installed a test back-up camera on
wildland engine 9178, and is soon to complete the wiring. If
this works out, the other vehicles will also get this retrofit to
help improve backing safety. It does not eliminate the need
for a spotter when backing up. PECAUX is funding this safety
project.
The latch on one of the rear compartments on 9178 remains
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broken due to wear and tear, and will be replaced as soon as
we can find a new one. With the engine being 30 years old
and the manufacturer out of business, locating one has been
a challenge.
Still on the maintenance ‘to-do’ list are replacing the station
air filtration filters in all four ceiling mounted units, and Hydrotesting for all of our SCBA air bottles in the station and
apparatus this year in Reno. Right now the engines are the
priority.
Firewise Community: Thanks to Dave and Shirley Bauer
for taking over the leadership of the Firewise Community
Committee, and to Frank Shepard for his service as the
original Chair. We are soon to install the street signs, and a
work day will be scheduled soon.
Cal Fire SRA 4290 Inspections: No progress yet on any
inspections for our community. Cal Fire says there are
communities never inspected that are higher in priority.
Training Being Coordinated: Upcoming training being
coordinated in 2016 include Low Angle Rescue, Social
Media 101 and Social Media For Use in Disasters (FEMA),
the Incident Command System and Managing Resources in
Emergencies (National Fire Academy), and Hazardous
Materials First Responder.
Firefighters Muster Competition: Tom is working with
Quincy Chief Robbie Cassou and Indian Valley Chief Jim
Hamblin to plan and coordinate the Firefighters Muster
competition at the Plumas Sierra County Fair on Saturday,
August 13. Details for the muster are posted on the Fire
Chief’s Website at: http://www.plumasfirechiefs.org/plumassierra-county-fair-firefighters-muster.html
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Driver Operator 1A Training: Jeff and John have
successfully completed the State Fire Training certified 40hour Driver Operator 1A class this May and July over two
weekends. 19 students graduated on July 24.
Following the completion of DMV testing after receiving their
State certificates, we will add Jeff and John to our crew of
approved engine drivers - Rich, Bill, Tom, and Craig. The
pumping class, Driver Operator 1B, will be the next in a series,
either late this year or after the snow melt in the spring of 2017.

Swiftwater Rescue Awareness Training: Jeff, John, Bill, Jenni, and
I completed the 8-hour Swiftwater Rescue Awareness course
yesterday, with part of the training completed in the river, at the end
of Sugar Pine. Next year we plan on hosting a Swiftwater Rescue
Technician course in late spring when the river is running with more
volume.
We also had students from the Chester, Graeagle, and Sierra City
FD’s. Thanks to Jenni for coordinating this class. It was taught by
Don Lester from Sierra Rescue/Rescue 3 International. Don teaches
internationally, and is next headed to Croatia.
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